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 Emotion is one of the most important indicators of the stakeholders’ interpretation of 
crisis situation; however, little research has paid enough attention to how publics experience 
different types of emotions in different crisis clusters. The purpose of this study is to investigate 
how publics’ emotional responses vary in three different crisis clusters: victim cluster, accidental 
cluster and preventable cluster. A content analysis of 1,800 publics’ postings to nine crisis cases 
(three cases in each crisis cluster) posted on these nine organizations’ official Facebook pages or 
official websites reveals that publics feel a range of different emotions in crisis situations, 
including anger, anxiety, fright, sadness, sympathy, disappointment, alertness and gratefulness. 
In addition, different primary emotions are expressed by publics in three different crisis clusters. 
Anger is the dominant emotion in preventable crisis, and also is the most frequently expressed 
emotion in accidental crisis. However, in victim crisis cases, sadness is the most frequently 
expressed emotion by publics. Overall, the findings indicate the significant role of public’s 
emotional response in a crisis. Also, the findings demonstrate a potential for developing an 
effective corporate response strategy in a given crisis situation, considering the crisis cluster and 










When a crisis strikes an organization, it needs to develop and employ the most 
appropriate strategic response to effectively communicate with the public to protect its reputation. 
At the same time, when a crisis occurs, the public is eager to learn information about the cause of 
the crisis in order to evaluate the organization’s responsibility. Coombs and Holladay stated that 
a crisis is “an event for which people seek causes and make attributions” (2004, p. 97). Thus, 
following demand for the appropriate usage of response strategies, particularly in light of 
Benson’s (1988) call for more research on crisis clusters and response strategies, vast research 
has studied various types of crisis. In addition, organizations’ crisis response strategies have been 
investigated by applying a situation-based perspective. One of the most prominent contributions 
is the advancement of situational crisis communication theory (SSCT) (Coombs, 2004), which 
links attribution theory to image repair analysis. SSCT offers a system for matching strategic 
responses to different types of crisis situations in order to understand how response strategies 
affect organizations’ reputations. 
However, in crisis communication, publics’ perceptions of a crisis and acceptance of an 
organization’s response do not only depend on what the organization reveals to them, but also on 
their own interpretation of the crisis. In addition, during the process of forming a perception, 
emotional as well as cognitive responses contribute to the process. Coombs (2007b) argued that, 
although most studies have investigated the usage of crisis response strategies from an 
organization-based perspective, little research has taken into account the publics’ perceptions. Jin, 
Pang and Cameron (2007, 2012) as well as other crisis communication researchers (e.g., Choi & 
Lin, 2009; Jin, Liu, & Austin, 2014) have advocated for a deeper understanding of stakeholders’ 
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emotions and the ways in which they are integrated with cognitive processes, and stated that 
crisis responsibility attribution is another vital aspect of developing effective crisis response 
strategies. Thus, recent studies have taken stakeholders’ interpretations of the corporate response 
into consideration and begun to explore how stakeholders’ emotional responses influence their 
perceptions and understanding of a crisis (Lener & Keltner, 2000; Nabi, 2002, 2007; Choi & Lin, 
2009; Kim & Cameron, 2011). This emotion-based perspective has gained more attention 
recently in crisis communication research, and it has been found that emotions are one of the 
most important indicators of stakeholders’ interpretation of a crisis situation (Jin, Pang & 
Cameron, 2010).  
Although many studies have observed the importance of publics’ emotional responses to 
an organization’s crisis, little research has paid attention to how publics experience different 
types of emotions in different crisis situations. As suggested by the integrated crisis mapping 
(ICM) model, publics indeed generate different types of dominant emotions in different crisis 
situations. For example, anger is more likely to be elicited in a crisis when an organization’s 
engagement is high, such as a crisis associated with reputational damage or an accident caused 
by human error. On the other hand, fear is more likely to be generated when the organization’s 
engagement is low, for instance, a crisis involving rumors. Thus, it is very important for an 
organization to understand how different crisis clusters can elicit different emotional responses 
from the public. Only by understanding the various types of emotions that publics are likely to 
experience can an organization can effectively determine the most appropriate crisis response 
strategy to manage and meet publics’ emotional needs, which in turn can positively affect 
publics’behavioral responses and ultimately rebuild an organization’s reputation. 
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This study aims to fill the research gap by conducting a quantitative content analysis to 
investigate how publics experience different emotions in different crisis clusters, and what 
dominant emotions exist in different corporate crisis situations. With the analysis of publics’ 
emotional responses in real crisis events, this study validates the significant implications of 
publics’ emotional responses in crisis situations. Also, it provides a more systemic approach to 
develop crisis responses from an emotional-based perspective, which advances the current 
understanding in crisis communication and offers practical insights on how to manage and meet 
publics’ emotional needs. 
 This thesis is organized as follows: First, Chapter 1 introduces the background, 
motivation, and goal of this study. Next, a review of relevant literature is presented in Chapter 2. 
Based on the discussion of the previous literature, this study poses two hypotheses and two 
research questions. Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this study by identifying nine crisis 
cases, as well as the coding instrument and the data collection process employed in the study. 
Chapter 4 shows the results of data analysis, while Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the study. 
Finally, Chapter 6 includes a summary and the implications of the study, as well as 










LITERITURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 This chapter discusses previous literature about crisis communication and the relationship 
between crisis cluster and attribution of responsibility to provide this study’s conceptual 
foundation. It also explains how an organization selects the most appropriate crisis response 
strategy to repair its reputation depending on crisis cluster. Next, this chapter discusses the 
significant role of publics’ emotional response in crisis situations and how emotional responses 
may vary in different crisis clusters. The chapter concludes with an outline of two hypotheses 
and two research questions. 
Crisis Communication 
Seeger, Sellnow and Ulmer (1998) defined organizational crises as "specific, unexpected, 
and non-routine events or series of events that create high levels of uncertainty and threat or 
perceived threat to an organization's high priority goals” (p. 233). During a crisis, an 
organization faces a series of reputational asset threats, while publics suffer the loss of various 
benefits and experience emotional shock. An organization must efficiently communicate with 
publics within a short response time through various stages to alleviate the sense of threat 
perceived by the public. 
 Coombs (2010) defined crisis communication as “the collection, processing, and 
dissemination of information required to address a crisis situation” (p. 20). When a crisis occurs, 
the negative outcomes of the crisis can be detrimental to stakeholders’ physical, emotional, and 
financial benefits. A crisis also affects the interaction between an organization and its 
stakeholders, and tends to make their relationship fragile due to the resulting damage to the 
organization’s reputation and to publics’ trust. Reputation is widely regarded as a valuable, 
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intangible asset that directly influences an organization’s investment interest, financial 
performance, and other factors. (Fombrun and van Riel, 2003). Thus, rapid and effective crisis 
communication between an organization and its stakeholders is desperately needed to reduce 
damage to an organization’s reputation. When a crisis does damage an organization’s reputation, 
public relations practitioners must determine the most appropriate crisis response strategy that 
matches the crisis situation and integrate these considerations into the organization’s overall 
crisis communication plan. However, this is an extremely challenging undertaking when faced 
with a sudden crisis with limited time to develop a response. 
Therefore, a growing body of research in crisis communication has focused on the 
interrelationship between crisis situations, typologies of crisis response strategies, and crisis 
perception (e.g., Coombs & Holladay, 2002, 2005; Egelhoff & Sen, 1992; Mitroff & Anagnos, 
2001). This line of research offers methods and guides public relations practitioners in how to 
efficiently reduce loss and restore an organization’s reputation in crisis. It also provides avenues 
for further research to investigate crisis communication depending on different crisis situations. 
Attribution of Responsibility and Crisis Cluster 
Previous research has drawn significant attention to the influence of situational variables, 
such as crisis clusters, the origin of crisis, and the effectiveness of crisis response strategies. One 
of the most notable contributions is the advancement of situational crisis communication theory 
(SCCT), which is based on the assumption that different crisis response strategies should match 
different levels of attributions of crisis responsibility, by linking attribution theory and image 
repair analyses (Coombs, 2006). According to SCCT, different degrees of attribution of crisis 
responsibility vary depending on different crisis situations. 
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During a crisis, attribution is regarded as a cognitive process activated to identify the 
responsibility of organizational actions or personal behaviors (Harvey, Ickes & Kidd, 1976; 
Shaver, 1985). Wiener (1986) developed attribution theory based on the proposition that when an 
unsettling event happens, publics need to assign responsibility for the crisis by evaluating the 
causes of the event, particularly when it is a negative and unexpected event. When making 
attributions, publics can experience diverse emotional reactions to the crisis (Choi & Lin, 2009). 
Choi and Lin (2007) pointed out that after receiving responses from an organization regarding a 
crisis, publics are likely to generate certain emotions to the crisis, which in turn influences their 
perceptions of the organization. According to previous research, nine different emotions that 
publics may experience during different types of crisis situation have been identified: alertness, 
anger, contempt/disgust, confusion, fear/anxiety, relief, sadness, shame, and 
sympathy/compassion (e.g., Choi & Lin, 2009; Coombs & Holladay, 2005; Jin, 2009).  Anger 
and sympathy have been extensively studied in attribution theory as two core emotions. 
Furthermore, Jin, Pang and Cameron (2007) have developed the integrated crisis mapping model 
(ICM), which is based on “a public-based, emotion-driven perspective” (p. 81), to understand 
how a series of diverse emotions likely to be felt by publics vary in different crisis situations. 
This model uses two continua (the level of an organization’s engagement in the crisis and the 
primary public coping strategy) to analyze different public emotional responses to different crisis 
situations. The ICM offers a clearer understanding of how to better develop organizational 
response strategies by taking publics emotional needs into account. 
 In a nutshell, the more responsibility that publics attribute to an organization in a crisis, 
the more reputational assets will be threatened and the lower the organizational reputation will be 
(Coombs, 2007). When a crisis is severe and is caused by an organization, people are more likely 
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to make responsibility attributions to organizational actions and anger is evoked, which in turn 
leads to negative behavioral responses (An, Gower & Cho, 2011; Choi & Lin, 2009; Coombs, 
1995; 2007a). However, when an organization is judged not to be responsible, sympathy is likely 
to be elicited, which may lead to positive behavioral responses (Weiner, 2006; Park, 2008; 
Zaremba, 2010).  
Situational crisis communication theory applies the basic ideas of attribution theory to 
further provide guidelines by developing a system of classifying crisis clusters and matching 
them to corresponding crisis response strategies. In other words, SCCT argues that different 
crisis situations (including crisis clusters, crisis history, and prior reputation) lead to different 
amounts of responsibility that stakeholders attribute to the organization, which in turn requires 
different crisis response strategies (Coombs, 2007). The stronger the causal responsibility 
attached to an organization, the more accommodative strategies must be employed to restore 
reputation and address stakeholders’ concerns (Coombs, 1998; Coombs & Holladay, 2002). 
Situational crisis communication theory begins with an assessment of the level of 
reputational threat attached to a crisis, including initial crisis responsibility, crisis history, and 
prior relational reputation (Coombs, 2007). The first step in evaluating a threat is to determine 
the initial crisis responsibility, which is analyzed based upon the crisis cluster. Crisis cluster is a 
framework that indicates how people should interpret the crisis event, and how much 
responsibility that stakeholders attribute to the organization (Coombs, 2004).  
According to SSCT, there are three clusters of crisis types (see Table 1): victim cluster, 
accidental cluster and intentional cluster. The victim cluster contains crisis types that have very 
weak attributions of crisis responsibility (e.g., natural disasters, rumor, workplace violence and 




SCCT Crisis Types by Crisis Clusters  




       Victim Cluster 
 
In these crisis types, the organization is also a victim of the crisis.  
(Weak attributions of crisis responsibility = Mild reputational threat)  
 Natural disaster: Acts of nature damage an organization such as an 
earthquake. 
 Rumor: False and damaging information about an organization is being 
circulated.  
Workplace violence: Current or former employee attacks current employees 
onsite.  






     Accidental Cluster 
 
In these crisis types, the organizational actions leading to the crisis were unintentional. 
(Minimal attributions of crisis responsibility = Moderate reputational threat) 
Challenges: Stakeholders claim an organization is operating in an 
inappropriate manner.  
Technical-error accidents: A technology or equipment failure causes an 
industrial accident.  
Technical-error product harm: A technology or equipment failure causes a 





    Preventable Cluster 
 
In these crisis types, the organization knowingly placed people at risk, took 
inappropriate actions or violated a law/regulation. 
(Strong attributions of crisis responsibility = Severe reputational threat) 
Human-error accidents: Human error causes an industrial accident. 
Human-error product harm: Human error causes a product to be recalled. 
Organizational misdeed with no injuries: Stakeholders are deceived without 
injury. 
Organizational misdeed management misconduct: Laws or regulations are 
violated by management.  
Organizational misdeed with injuries: Stakeholders are placed at risk by 
management and injuries occur. 
 
 
Source: Coombs, W. T. (2007b). Protecting organization reputations during a crisis: The development and application of situational crisis 





are viewed as “victims of the crisis” because the crisis is deemed caused by external forces that 
were beyond management’s control (Coomb, 1995). The accidental cluster contains crisis types 
that have minimal attributions of crisis responsibility (technical-error accident, technical-error 
product recall and challenge) and represents a moderate reputational threat. The crisis is 
considered unintentional or uncontrollable by the organization (Coombs and Holladay, 2002). 
Lastly, the intentional cluster contains crisis types that produce strong attributions of crisis 
responsibility (human-error accident, human-error product harm and organizational misdeed) and 
represent a severe reputational threat (Coombs and Holladay, 2002). The crisis is considered 
purposeful because publics believe the crisis could and should have been preventable (Morris, 
Moore & Sim, 1999; Reason, 1999). By identifying the crisis type based upon the three crisis 
clusters, crisis managers could anticipate the level of responsibility that stakeholders will 
attribute to the organization thereby finding out the most appropriate crisis response strategy.  
Crisis Response Strategy 
Attribution theory and SCCT suggest that making an attribution leads to a responsibility 
judgment, which sequentially elicits publics’ emotions and further affects their behavioral 
responses. Thus, it is critical for an organization to select and use a crisis response strategy to 
repair its image and reputation since the organization’s response could shape publics’ evaluation 
and understanding of organizational action in causing the crisis (Lee, 2004). The most 
appropriate communication strategic response can best alleviate the organization’s reputational 
threats by evaluating the crisis situation and selecting a crisis response strategy that fits the crisis 
situation (Coombs & Holladay, 2002).  
Among previous research on crisis response strategies, SCCT is one of the most 
contributed theories that help public relations practitioners select the best strategy corresponding 
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to the types of crisis situation. It offers crisis response strategies on the basis of analyzing 
organization’s locus of control. SCCT argues that different crisis response strategies imply 
different degrees of an organization’s acceptance of crisis responsibility. The more responsibility 
that stakeholders accredit to the organization, the more severe the reputation threat, and the more 
accommodative strategies need to be employed in the crisis response (Coombs, 2007).  
SCCT advises three groups of crisis response strategies based upon the organization’s 
acceptance of crisis responsibility: denial, diminish and rebuild (Coombs, 2006). When a crisis is 
classified as a victim crisis and the crisis is caused by external factors, public relations 
practitioners could use denial response strategies (Coombs & Holladay, 1996; Huang, 2006). In 
the case of accidental crisis situation, diminish response strategy could be used to provide 
objective information without adding additional restore strategy. However, in the case of the 
preventable crisis, which organization suffers the most severe reputation threat, rebuild response 
strategies are necessary to incorporate in the organization’s crisis response to acknowledge its 
misbehavior and pacify victim, such as apology and compensation. Overall, SCCT indicates that 
the evaluation of organizations’ responsibility of crisis is necessary to develop the most 
appropriate strategy that could be most likely to be accepted by publics to rebuild organization’s 
reputation. 
Emotional Response in Crisis Communication 
Jin, Pang and Cameron (2007) argued that although situation-based responses are crucial 
for guiding an organization to respond to crisis situations, an emotion-based perspective should 
deserve more attention to help an organization develop crisis response strategies. Beyond the 
publics’ cognitive response, affective responses also affect publics’ understanding and 
perspectives of the organizational action and response in crisis. Lowenstein et al. (2001) 
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pinpointed that publics’ emotion can act as information to guide their judgments and decision-
making. Jing and Pang (2010) also mentioned that the role of emotion in crisis is the next frontier 
of crisis research. In addition, publics’ emotional responses toward crises actually do not always 
follow in a certain way, and publics do not always experience certain fixed emotions in different 
crises. 
 Previous research has proven that making different levels of attribution of responsibility 
leads to publics’ different judgments of organization’s responsibility, which in turn elicits 
different emotions, influencing publics’ behavioral responses (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & 
Welch, 2001; Coombs, 2007; Jin, Pang, & Cameron, 2007; Choi &Lin, 2009). Specifically, high 
crisis responsibility always elicits negative public emotions (Choi & Lin, 2009; McDonald, 
Sparks, & Glendon, 2010) as well as negative behavioral responses. 
Nabi (2003) referred “the emotion-as-frame perspective” (p. 230) to contend that 
different emotions can promote different degrees of message processing. Specifically, “discrete, 
context - relevant emotions selectively affect information processing, recall, and judgment (p. 
228).” For example, Jorgensen (1996) proved that anger is a predictor of punitiveness, negative 
purchase intentions and also negative word-of-mouth (WOM) behavior (Coombs & Holladay, 
2007), and indirectly reduces investment intentions.  
In addition, Jin (2009) examined the variance in publics’ acceptance of different 
organizational crisis responses, as a function of different emotions elicited by different crises. 
Four primary negative emotions including anger, sadness, fright, and anxiety differentially 
influenced participants’ acceptance of crisis response strategies. Specifically, the results showed 
that when publics’ primary emotion was anger, the publics were most likely to accept attacks on 
the accuser; nevertheless, when the primary emotion was sadness, compensation response 
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strategy was most likely to be accepted. Also, fear leads to venting intentions or avoidance; 
nevertheless, sadness could generate emotional support and positive thinking (Jin, 2009).  
In line with Jin’s findings, McDonald et al. (2010) summarized that the crisis initiated by 
an internal organizational issue usually resulted in publics’ anger. Utz, Schultz, and Glocka 
(2013) also found that when people deemed the organizations intentionally caused a crisis, 
higher levels of anger would be elicited, compared to the perception that organizations were also 
the victims. Knowing that post-crisis stakeholders’ affective outcomes have powerfully influence 
on their attitudes and behavior responses, researchers have started to take stakeholders’ emotion 
seriously in recent studies.  
In SCCT, Coombs also considered the importance of emotions (e.g., Coombs & Holladay, 
2002, 2004) and argued that stronger attributions of crisis responsibility increase stronger 
feelings of anger, while reducing feelings of sympathy (Coombs & Holladay, 2005). However, 
the SCCT model did not examine the difference in diverse dominant emotions that elicited by 
different crisis situations. 
Jin, Pang, and Cameron (2007) indeed considered the diverse dominant emotions by 
developing a prominent model – integrated crisis mapping model (ICM). This model was 
established in order to better understand and develop organization–public communication. ICM 
is based on the public-driven and emotion-based perspective to demonstrate that emotions felt by 
publics varied in different level of organizations’ involvement. In addition, ICM identified four 
primary negative emotions (i.e., anger, sadness, fright, and anxiety) that publics may experience 
in different crisis situations.  
Jin, Pang, and Cameron (2012) revised ICM to analyze primary publics’ emotion by 
using 14 crisis cases and two continua — the primary publics’ coping strategy and the 
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organization’s engagement in the crisis. The X-axis of the publics’ coping strategy shows the 
two types of coping: problem-focused coping, which means that publics change the actual 
relationship with the organization through actual measures and steps taken; and cognitive-
focused coping, which means publics change only the way in which the relationship is 
interpreted by the publics. “During the coping process, the publics can alter or revise their 
interpretations based on the exigencies of the situation” (Jin, Pang, & Cameron, 2012, p. 272). 
The organization’s engagement on the Y-axis of the ICM model is the level of organizational 
engagement, ranging from high to low. Organization engagement contains several aspects, 
including what had happened in the crisis, the organizational goal in operational and reputational 
success, as well as the organization’s responsibility of the crisis. High organizational engagement 
is regarded as “intense, consolidated, and sustained, with priority given in allocation of resources 
to deal with the crisis” (Jin et al., 2012, p. 272). On the contrary, low organizational engagement 
is defined as “the organization devoting comparatively less resources, effort, and energy to deal 
with the crisis ” (Jin et al. 2012, p.272). 
The revised ICM model found that anxiety is the default emotion that publics feel in a 
crisis situation. Also, the revised model showed that although anger, sadness, fright and anxiety 
still were the four primary negative emotions that publics experienced in different crisis 
situations (Jin, Pang, and Cameron, 2007), the primary level emotion that elicited by different 
crisis situations was different from the previous model suggested. Specifically, when in crisis 
that requires a high level of organization engagement, anger is the primary emotion and anxiety 
is the second level emotion; while in crisis that requires a low level of organization engagement, 
fright is the primary level emotion and sadness is the secondary-level emotion. These four 
primary negative emotions (i.e., anger, sadness, fright, and anxiety) were also found to influence 
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publics’ judgments between crisis responsibility, relational trust and willingness to seek 
information from an organization involved in the crisis (Kim & Niederdeppe, 2013).  
In Weiner’s attribution theory, he classified two types of emotions based on the process 
of forming emotion: “outcome dependent-attribution independent” emotion and “attribution 
dependent” emotion (Weiner, 1986, p. 125). The “attribution independent” emotion is generated 
in the initial process of interpretation of a crisis. The causal attribution between the crisis and the 
organization does not have an impact on the “attribution independent” emotion. On the contrary, 
“outcome dependent” emotion is generated based on publics’ evaluations and understanding of 
crisis outcome and causal attribution. Weiner also argued that these two types of emotions are 
not mutually exclusive, that is, these two emotions can be elicited at the same time. Furthermore, 
Choi and Lin (2009) explored these two types of emotions by content-analyzing consumers’ 
responses to Mattel’s recall of a dangerous toy. They found that crisis responsibility is one of the 
predictors of attribution dependent emotions: anger, surprise, worry, fear, contempt and relief. In 
addition, the findings identified six dominant emotions: anger (49%), alertness (11.3%), surprise 
(9.7%), worry (9.4%), fear (7.1%), and confusion (6.5%) in this recall crisis (Choi & Lin, 2009). 
However, this study did not further explore how different types of dominant emotions varied in 
different crisis situations. Also, Choi and Lin (2009) mentioned that future studies should 
explore whether these two types of emotions might change, depending on crisis types and crisis 
response strategies. 
Recently, Jin et al.’s (2014) conducted an experiment to examine several vital variables 
that affect how publics consume crisis information. They categorized diverse emotions that 
people may experience in different crises into three clusters: attribution-independent emotions 
(e.g., anxiety, apprehension, fear), external-attribution-dependent emotions, (e.g., disgust, 
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contempt, anger), and internal-attribution-dependent emotions (e.g., embarrassment, guilt, 
shame). The difference between Jin et al.’s (2014) three clusters and Choi and Lin’s (2009) two 
clusters of grouping crisis emotions as attribution dependent and attribution independent is that 
Jin detailed one more group: internal-attribution-dependent emotions, which is used to identify 
how publics felt about themselves associated with the organization involved in the crisis. 
According to the findings of Jin et al. (2014), stakeholders are more likely to feel more emotions 
such as attribution-independent emotions, including anxiety, apprehension, and fear, and 
attribution-dependent ones, including anger, contempt, and disgust when they perceive the origin 
of the crisis as internal rather than external. Also, when publics perceive the origin of crisis as 
external, more accommodative responses are more likely to be accepted than defensive response 
strategies. 
In addition to negative emotions, positive emotions such as hope (Jin, Park, & Len-Ríos, 
2010), relief (Choi & Lin, 2009; Liu & Kim, 2011), and sympathy (Coombs & Holladay, 2005; 
Jeong, 2010; Kim & Niederdeppe, 2013) have also been observed in publics’ emotional 
responses. Liu and Kim (2011) analyzed how 13 organizations differently framed the 2009 
H1N1 flu pandemic crisis. The results of their study showed that sympathy is the most frequently 
employed positive emotion that was incorporated in organizations’ crisis response strategies. 
Also, Fredrickson et al. (2003) found several positive emotions that publics felt in the crisis of 
September 11 attacks in the United States: sympathy, gratefulness, interested, love, and anger. 
Among the studies that investigate how dominant emotions varied in different crisis, 
findings show publics certainly experience different sets of dominant emotions in different crisis 
clusters. For example, Choi and Lin (2009)’s finding of Mattel’s recall crisis showed a set of 
negative emotion responses; while Fredrickson et al., (2003) displayed a set of positive emotion 
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responses in respond to the 911 crisis. Overall, these findings give more evidence that publics 
indeed experience different types of emotions due to the attribution of different levels of crisis 
responsibility that correspond to different clusters of crisis situations. Also, these studies imply 
that the dominant emotions may vary in response to different crisis clusters. 
Thus, according to previous research and framework, publics feel diverse emotions in 
different crisis situations, which in sequence, affects their perceptions and acceptance of 
organizations’ crisis response strategies and their behavioral responses, such as negative 
purchase intentions and negative word-of-mouth (WOM) behavior (Coombs & Holladay, 2007). 
Therefore, by understanding the primary publics’ dominant emotion, public relations 
practitioners could better develop organization’s strategic responses in accordance with the 
emotional needs of the publics (Jin, Pang, & Cameron, 2010). For instance, suppose a 
hypothetical example of an airline company that needs to respond to its publics about an airplane 
crash crisis, which is mainly caused by the organization’s misbehavior. Facing this crisis, the 
organization has to find a way to pacify publics’ emotional response and rebuild its reputational 
asset. Without knowing stakeholders’ emotional responses about this crisis, the organization’s 
response may not be accepted by stakeholders. If anger dominates stakeholders’ first emotional 
response, providing objective information only maybe not enough to pacify their anger, thus 
more accommodative organizational responses will need to be employed in organizations’ 
response. However, if fear dominates stakeholder’s first response, just using strategies to rebuild 
reputation in the form of apology and compensation will not suffice to make customers feel safe.  
Therefore, stakeholders’ dominant emotional response elicited by different types of crisis 
could powerfully influence their subsequent processing of the crisis response strategies regarding 
the crisis. Consequently, understanding how the publics perceive and evaluate the crisis and 
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corporate responses would be critical when an organization searches for effective strategies to 
manage crisis situations. Therefore, the first step is to examine which dominant emotion is felt 
by publics in different clusters of crisis, and whether publics’ dominant emotion varies in 
different crisis clusters.  
Based on the previous discussion, when publics evaluate that a crisis is caused by an 
organization’s internal factors and attribute a higher crisis responsibility to the given 
organization, anger would be more likely to be expressed than other emotions. Thus, this study 
poses H1 as follows: 
H1: In the preventable crisis cluster, public will express more anger than in the accidental 
crisis cluster and the victim crisis cluster.  
However, according to Jin, Pang and Cameron’s ICM model (2012) and also other 
studies (Kim & Niederdeppe, 2013; Liu & Kim, 2011), when publics evaluate the origin of a 
crisis as internal and attribute a very weak responsibility to an organization, sadness is more 
likely to be expressed rather than anger. Therefore, this study presents H2 as follows: 
H2: In the victim crisis cluster, people will express more sadness than in the accidental 
crisis cluster and the preventable crisis cluster. 
For accidental crisis, which produces minimal attributions of crisis responsibility and 
represents a moderate reputational threat, it is difficult to predict which emotional response 
would be felt by publics. Also, few studies investigated which emotion would be most likely to 
be expressed by publics in accidental crisis. Thus, this study comes up with the following 
research question: 
RQ1: What are the emotions that are most frequently expressed by publics in accidental 
crisis cluster, as evident in the publics’ comments and reviews? 
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Furthermore, previous studies have suggested that the experience of a single emotion is 
the exception, not a common rule (Izard, 1977; Plutchik, 1980). According to Izard (1977), 
‘‘Emotions interact with each other—one emotion may activate, amplify, or attenuate another’’ 
(p. 43). Thus, publics may express more than one kind of emotion. Other emotional responses 
could be triggered or different types of emotions could coexist at the same time. Consequently, 
this study put forward research questions below: 
RQ2: What are other types of emotions expressed by publics in different crisis clusters, 
as evident in the publics’ comments and reviews? 
RQ2-1: What are other types of emotions expressed by publics in crisis case of the victim 
cluster? 
RQ2-2: What are other types of emotions expressed by publics in crisis case of the 
accidental cluster? 
RQ2-3: What are other types of emotions expressed by publics in crisis case of the 
preventable cluster? 










CHAPTER 3  
METHODS 
This study aims to examine publics’ emotional responses to three different crisis clusters, 
thus using real-life cases would be more appropriate to evaluate how publics’ emotional 
responses vary in different crises. Case studies provide a deep exploration of publics’ responses 
in each crisis cluster. In addition, analyzing publics’ emotional responses in a real-life context is 
more valid than analyzing elicited emotional responses that are generated in an experimental 
setting. Therefore, this study investigates publics’ emotional responses by conducting a content 
analysis of their postings on major social media—organization’s official Facebook page and 
official website. First, this study identifies and evaluates what publics’ primary emotional 
responses are in each crisis case, and then examines which emotional responses are more or less 
salient in different crisis clusters. 
Sampling Procedure 
Nine different crisis cases are selected and classified into three crisis clusters: victim 
cluster, accidental cluster and preventable cluster. This study chooses these crisis event samples 
from major crisis cases that happened between 2012 and 2014.  
First, this study chooses top twenty crisis prone businesses identified in the 2012 and 
2013 annual crisis report published by the Institute for Crisis Management (ICM), a research-
based crisis communications consulting firm. Then, based on this report, this study searches 
websites that are considered as comprehensive sources of information in the public relations 
business to find major crises cases from 2012 to 2014. These include Bloomberg.com, 
holmesreport.com, reprules.wordpress.com, crisisconsultant.com, oursocialtimes.com, 
storify.com, agnesday.com, bridgeny.com, mengonline.com, and theclinegroup.com. These 
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reports provide an extensive list of case histories. Finally, by conducting a preliminary analysis 
of crisis clusters identified and publics’ responses to these crises, nine crisis cases (i.e., three 
crisis cases in each crisis cluster) are selected in order to cover three crisis clusters 
comprehensively. These crisis cases include Hurricane Sandy, shooting at DC. Navy Yard, the 
Environmental Protection Agency spy rumor, the Obama healthcare website breakdown, Target 
credit card hacker, Susan G. Komen’s financial support cancellation, General Motors recall, 
Barilla same-sex marriage statements and Starbucks dodge UK taxes. The detailed information 
of nine crisis cases is explained and listed in Appendix A.  
Data Collection 
Publics mainly express their emotional responses publicly by posting on social media and 
websites that contain a discussion area. According to Facebook statistics, Facebook has 1.1 
billion users in March 2013, and 48% Facebook users log in each day. In addition, on average, 
local business pages get 645 million views and 13 million comments in a typical week. Thus, an 
organization’s official Facebook page and its official websites are selected to gather publics’ 
postings, because they are the two primary media outlets that an organization uses to 
communicate with their publics on a regular crisis.  
This study limits the time period of publics’ postings within two weeks from the date 
when each crisis had occurred. After analyzing the postings that publics posted during a crisis, 
this study finds that publics usually perceive and pay attention to crisis events at the beginning of 
the crisis. After two weeks, publics postings and attention usually die out. Also, publics’ 
emotional responses are less likely to be influenced by other factors in the first two weeks, such 
as mainstream media reports, word of mouth communication, etc. For some cases that generate 
less responses, this study extends the time period to one month. Specially, for the Environmental 
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Protection Agency spy rumor, little responses were found on its official Facebook page. Thus, 
this study selected two mainstream media’s websites that contain a discussion forum to collect 
publics’ postings, including the Washington Post and the Huffington Post. Two-hundred postings 
are randomly selected for each crisis case. In total, 1,800 publics’ postings are randomly selected 
for nine crisis cases. 
Coding 
Two coders, both graduate students who are familiar with the content analysis method, 
independently conducted the coding after a training session. With the help of a coding sheet (see 
Appendix B), two coders were given detailed definitions and examples of the various emotions 
and crisis clusters examined in this study. The emotion variables were coded based on the 
dichotomy regarding whether the given emotional response is present or not (i.e., 1 = present; 0 
= not present; 99 = N/A). Two coders discussed and revised all coding categories to come up 
with an agreement based on 900 randomly sampled publics’ postings. When some postings were 
difficult to be categorized, the coders discussed together to determine the most proper emotion 
category. Using Cohen’s kappa method, the intercoder reliability for all eight emotional 
responses was 0.84. According to the intercoder reliability guideline that offered by Neuendorf 
(2002), .80 or greater is a high level of intercoder reliability that always acceptable in most 
situation, when using Cohen’s kappa. Specifically, for anger responses, the intercoder reliability 
is 0. 87; for anxiety responses, the intercoder reliability is 0.84; for fright responses, the 
intercoder reliability is 0.90; for sadness responses, the intercoder reliability is 0.85; for 
sympathy responses, the intercoder realibility is 0.81; for disappointment responses, the 
intercoder reliability is 0.85; for gratefulness responses, the intercoder reliability is also 0.83 and 
for alertness responses, the intercoder reliability is 0.81. 
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Coding Instrument 
The unit of analysis in this study is an individual posting. The variables to code include 
the clusters of crisis and publics’ emotions. 
Crisis cluster 
For crisis cluster, the definition of crisis typologies by Coombs (2007b) was used (see 
Table 1). Coombs identified three categories of crisis cluster, victim cluster, accidental cluster 
and preventable cluster, and each cluster has several sub-categories. 
Emotion type 
Jin et al. (2012) found that anxiety is the default emotion that publics feel in crises. Also, 
anger, sadness, fright and anxiety are the four primary negative emotions that publics may 
experience in different crisis situations. In addition, Liu and Kim (2011) pointed out that 
sympathy is the most frequently employed positive emotion that incorporated in organizations’ 
crisis response strategies. Thus, eight emotional responses are measured in this study, including 
anger, fright/fear, sadness, anxiety, sympathy, disappointment, gratefulness and alertness. They 
are defined in Appendix B based on previous literature (e.g., Choi & Lin, 2009; Coombs & 
Holladay, 2005; Jin, 2009; Jin et al., 2012). 
Data Analysis 
This study compares the proportions of each emotional category found in three different 
crisis clusters to test hypotheses and answer research questions. First, the emotions that are 
expressed by publics are coded using eight emotion categories identified in previous studies: 
anxiety, anger, fright/fear, sadness, sympathy, disappointment, gratefulness and alertness. Then, 
the frequency distributions of publics’ emotions by categories are analyzed. Two-proportion z-
test is conducted to test the hypotheses.  
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Also, this study calculates a 95% confidence interval of each emotion’s proportion. The 
reason why this study also calculates a 95% confidence interval is that there are 445 more 
emotional responses than the total number of postings (i.e., 1,800). That means, some of the 
postings have more than one emotional response, which results in bigger than a total percentage 
of 100% for all eight emotional responses (124% total percentage in victim crisis cluster). Thus, 
only presenting the relative proportion of each emotion compared to the total percentage may be 
less precise and misleading than using a confidence interval. Therefore, a 95% confidence 
interval provides a more rigorous range of each proportion and a direct comparison regarding 
which emotion’s proportion is larger among three crisis clusters. Using p-value could test 
whether the proportions of any two emotions are significantly different, but it could not tell 
which proportion is larger. However, the test of statistically significant differences in confidence 
interval for two emotions’ proportions could display which emotion’s proportion is larger and 
how larger it is. Therefore, this study also tests the difference of emotion’s confidence interval 
depending on three crisis clusters, which could give this study a lot of more information. 
For example, for anger emotion, this study counts the frequency of anger emotional 
responses in each crisis cluster, and conducts a two-proportion z-test to test whether anger 
emotional response shows a statistically significant difference in three crisis clusters. In addition, 
to provide a more precise range of proportion, this study calculates the 95% confidence interval 
of anger emotional response in each crisis cluster. Furthermore, to compare the proportion of 
anger emotional responses expressed in different clusters of crisis, this study tests the difference 




CHAPETER 4  
RESULTS  
This study examined the frequency of publics’ different emotional responses via 
organization’s crisis cluster and publics’ postings to provide context for this study’s hypotheses 
and research questions. A total of 1,800 comments (2,045 emotional responses) were collected 
and analyzed. The results revealed that there are significant differences among publics’ 
emotional responses in responding to different crisis clusters. Among the eight emotions this 
study investigated, four emotions were found more frequently expressed by publics than other 
emotions (see Table 2), including anger (n = 844, 46.9%), anxiety (n = 300, 16.7%), sadness (n = 
255, 14.2%) and alertness (n = 292, 16.2%). Also, each of these four emotions is one of the top 
three emotions that publics expressed in each crisis cluster. However, fright (n = 56, 3.1%), 
sympathy (n = 114, 6.3%), disappointment (n = 107, 5.9%) and gratefulness (n = 77, 4.3%) were 
much less expressed by publics in each crisis cluster.  Therefore, fright, sympathy, 
disappointment and gratefulness could be viewed as non-major emotions in the nine crisis cases 
that are selected in this study. Thus, the analysis was mainly focused on the four more frequently 
expressed emotions. 
Public’s Anger Response by Crisis Cluster (H1) 
H1 states that anger would be more expressed by publics in preventable crisis than in 
accidental or victim crisis. The results (see Table 3 and Figure 1) were consistent with the first 
hypothesis that people will express more anger in preventable crisis than in accidental crisis or 






Publics’ Emotional Responses in Three Crisis Clusters 
  
Emotional Response 
           
                                                        
 
   Victim Crisis                            Accidental Crisis                         Preventable Crisis                    Total 
 
n       %          95% CI                 n      %          95% CI                     n        %          95% CI                 N      % 
 
   Anger                          59   (9.8)     [0.075, 0.122]         292  (48.6)    [0.447, 0.527]          493  (82.2)      [0.791, 0.852]      844  (46.9) 
 
   Anxiety                      142  (23.7)   [0.203, 0.271]         130  (21.7)    [0.184, 0.250]          28    (4.7)       [0.030, 0.064]       300   (16.7) 
 
   Fright                         34   (5.7)      [0.038, 0.075]         16    (2.7)      [0.014, 0.040]          6     (10)        [0.002, 0.018]        56     (3.1) 
 
   Sadness                      234  (39)      [0.351, 0.429]         11    (1.8)      [0.008, 0.029]          10   (1.7)       [0.006, 0.027]       255   (14.2) 
 
   Sympathy                   69   (11.5)    [0.090, 0.141]        34    (5.7)      [0.038, 0.075]          11    (1.8)      [0.008, 0.029]       114     (6.3) 
 
   Disappointment         2     (0.3)     [0.0004, 0.012]       76   (12.7)     [0.100, 0.153]          29    (4.8)      [0.031, 0.065]       107     (5.9) 
 
   Gratefulness              49   (8.2)      [0.060, 0.104]         22    (4.5)      [0.022, 0.052]          6     (1.0)      [0.002, 0.018]        77      (4.2) 
 
   Alertness                   154  (25.7)     [0.222, 0.292]       111   (18.5)    [0.154, 0.216]         27    (4.5)      [0.028, 0.062]        292  (16.2) 
 
   Total                          743  (124)                                   692    (115)                                    610  (102)                                   2045  (114) 
   
 







which has a 95% CI [0.075, 0.122]. In the three accidental crises cases, 48.7% (n = 292) of 
emotional responses are anger, which has a 95% CI [0.447, 0.527], while in three preventable 
crisis cases, over 82% (n = 493) of emotional responses are anger, which has a 95% CI [0.791, 
0.852]. Thus, the level of anger expression was significantly higher in preventable crisis than in 
accidental crisis (95% CI [-0.385, -0.285], p < .001) or victim crisis (95% CI [-0.762, -0.685], p 
< .001).  
Specifically, in nine crisis cases (see Table 4) publics expressed the highest level of anger 
to Barilla crisis case (preventable crisis, n = 168, 84%), followed by Starbuck crisis case 
(preventable crisis, n = 166, 83%), GM recall crisis case (preventable crisis, n = 159, 79.5%), 
Obama Healthcare crisis case (accidental crisis, n = 111, 55.5%), Susan G. Komen crisis case 
(accidental crisis, n = 109, 54.5%), Target crisis case (accidental crisis, n = 72, 36%), EPA rumor 
case (victim crisis, n = 25, 12.5%), Navy shooting crisis case (victim crisis, n = 20, 10%), and 
Hurricane Sandy natural disaster (victim crisis, n = 14, 7%). Therefore, each of three preventable 
crisis cases received more publics’ anger responses than each of three crisis cases in accidental 
crisis cluster, as well as the three crisis cases in victim crisis. In addition, publics expressed more 
anger responses in accidental crisis cases than in victim crisis cases. The results confirmed the 
findings of previous research that when people deemed the organizations intentionally caused a 
crisis, higher levels of anger would be elicited, compared to the perception that organizations 
were also the victims (Utz, Schultz, and Glocka, 2013). 
Public’s Sadness Response by Crisis Cluster (H2) 
H2 predicted that publics would express more sadness in victim crisis than in preventable 
crisis and accidental crisis. According to the results, publics indeed expressed much more 
sadness in victim crisis than accidental crisis (95% CI [0.331, 0.412], p < .001), and also more 
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than in preventable crisis (95% CI [0.333, 0.414], p < .001). Therefore, the results revealed a 
statistically significant difference of sadness response in three different crisis clusters.  
To be detailed, there were 234 sadness responses (39%, 95% CI [0.351, 0.429]) in victim 
crisis cases, while there were only 11 sadness responses (1.8%, 95% CI [0. 008, 0.029]) in 
accidental crisis cases and 10 sadness responses (1.7%, 95% CI [0.006, 0.027]) in preventable 
crisis cases.  
In three victim crisis cases, 148 (74%) sadness responses were expressed for the Navy 
shooting crisis case, followed by 72 (36%) sadness responses for Hurricane Sandy and 14 (7%) 
sadness responses for the EPA rumor. However, for each case in preventable and accidental 
crisis, sadness was rarely expressed. For three cases in accidental crisis, three (1.5%) sadness 
responses were expressed for the case of the Obama health care website; for the Susan G. Komen 
crisis case, five (2.5%) sadness responses were expressed and for the Target crisis, only three 
(1.5%) sadness responses were expressed. For the three cases in preventable crisis, seven (3.5%) 
sadness responses were expressed for the GM recall, three (1.5%) sadness responses were 
expressed for the Barilla crisis, while no sadness response was found for the Starbuck crisis case. 
 
  
Table 3.  
 





           
                                                        
 
Victim  & Accidental                     Victim & Preventable                       Accidental & Preventable  
 
      95% CI                 p                        95% CI                 p                            95 %CI               p  
 
 Anger                               [-0.434, -0.342]        < .001             [-0.762, -0.685]       < .001                 [-0.386, -0.285]       < .001 
 
 Anxiety                            [-0.027, 0.067]             0.41             [0.152, 0.228]          < .001                 [0.133, 0.207]          < .001              
 
 Fright                               [0.008, 0.053]           < .001             [0.027, 0.067]          < .001                 [0.002, 0.032]            0.03              
 
 Sadness                            [0.331, 0.412]           < .001             [0.333, 0.414]          < .001                 [-0.013, 0.017]             0.8              
 
 Sympathy                        [0.027, 0.090]           < .001             [0.069, 0.124]          < .001                 [0.017, 0.060]         < .001              
 
 Disappointment              [-0.150, -0.096]        < .001             [-0.063, -0.027]        < .001                 [0.047, 0.110]         < .001              
 
 Gratefulness                   [0.018, 0.072]           < .001             [0.048, 0.095]           < .001                  [0.010, 0.044]        < .001              
  
 Alertness                         [0.025, 0.118]           < .001             [0.173, 0.250]          < .001                  [0.105, 0.175]         < .001              
 
 
Note: Significant at the p < 0.05 level 














































Publics Emotional Responses in Nine Crisis Cases 
 
 




                                                               
 
   Anger            Anxiety            Fright             Sadness         Sympathy         Disappointment      Gratefulness        Alertness       Total 
 
 




Hurricane Sandy      14 (7)               53 (26.5)         5 (2.5)            72 (36)             11 (5.5)             1 (0.5)                    36 (18)                    45 (22.5)       237 (118.5) 
 
Navy shooting           20 (10)             41 (20.5)         15 (7.5)          148 (74)           18 (9)                 1 (0.5)                     3  (1.5)                     4 (2)            250 (125) 
                          
EPA rumor               25 (12.5)          48 (24)            14 (7)             14 (7)               40 (20)               0 (0)                        10 (5)                     105 (52.5)     256 (128)  




Obama Healthcare  111 (55.5)        32 (16)             2 (1)               3 (1.5)              2 (1)                  5 (2.5)                    3 (1.5)                     35 (17.5)        193 (96.5)   
       
Susan G.Komen       109 (54.5)        35 (17.5)          1 (0.5)            5 (2.5)              8 (4)                  55 (27.5)               4 (2)                         28 (14)          245 (122.5) 
  





GM recall                  159 (79.5)       28 (14)             5 (2.5)            7 (3.5)              4 (2)                  5 (2.5)                   5 (2.5)                      10 (5)            223 (111.5) 
 
Starbuck                    166 (83)           0 (0)                0 (0)               0 (0)                 3 (1.5)              14 (7)                     0 (0)                         11 (5.5)         194 (97) 
     
Barilla                        168 (84)           0 (0)                1 (0.5)            3 (1.5)              4  (2)                10 (5)                     1 (0.5)                       6 (3.0)          193 (96.5) 
 
 







Public’s Most Frequently Expressed Emotion in Accidental Crisis Cluster (RQ1) 
Overall, anger was the most frequently expressed emotion in both preventable crisis 
cluster and accidental crisis cluster, but publics express more anger in preventable crisis cluster 
than in accidental crisis cluster. In terms of all three crisis cases in accidental crisis cluster, anger 
was still the most frequently expressed emotion by publics (n = 292, 48.7%), 95% CI [0.447, 
0.527]. Specifically, the Obama Healthcare crisis case held most anger (n = 111, 55.5%), 
followed by the Susan G. Komen crisis case (n = 109, 54.5%), and the Target crisis case (n = 72, 
36%). 
Other Types of Emotions Expressed by Crisis cluster (RQ2) 
RQ2 examined whether and what are other types of emotions expressed by publics in 
different crisis clusters. Overall, all eight emotions: anger, anxiety, fright, sadness, sympathy, 
disappointment, gratefulness and alertness were expressed by publics in all three crisis clusters 
(see Figure 2). Nonetheless, in each crisis cluster, the proportion of each emotion was found 
significantly different. Also, in accidental crisis and victim crisis, publics felt more various 
emotions than in preventable crisis. In preventable crisis, anger was the dominant emotion that 
occupied a great proportion of all emotions. For example, anxiety responses were not found in 
both Barilla and Starbuck crises; also publics did not express any fright, sadness, and 
gratefulness in the Starbuck crisis. However, in victim and accidental crises, all nine emotions 











































RQ2-1: Other types of emotions expressed by publics in victim crisis cluster 
In the victim crisis cases, except for the most frequently expressed emotion (sadness), 
alertness was the second frequently expressed emotion. Among the three crisis clusters, alertness 
was more expressed in victim crisis than in accidental and preventable crisis. There were 154 
alertness responses (25.7%, 95% CI [0.222, 0.292]) in victim crisis cases, 111 alertness 
responses in accidental crisis cases (18.5%, 95% CI [0.154, 0.216]), and only 27 alertness 
responses in preventable crisis cases (4.5%, 95% CI [0.028, 0.062]). Thus, there were significant 
different of alertness between victim crisis and accidental crisis (95% CI [0.025, 0.118], p 
< .001), between victim and preventable crisis (95% CI [0.173,0.250], P < .001) as well as 
between accidental and preventable crisis (95% CI [0.105,0.175], p < .001). Therefore, results 
showed that alertness was an important emotion that needed to be noticed in victim crisis. 
Moreover, within crisis clusters, anxiety was also more frequently expressed in victim 
crisis cluster than in accidental or preventable crisis cluster. A total of 142 anxiety responses 
were found in victim crisis cluster (23.7%, 95% CI [0.203, 0.271]), 130 anxiety responses in 
accidental crisis cluster (21.7%, 95% CI [0.184, 0.250]), and only 28 anxiety responses in 
preventable crisis cluster (4.7%, 95% CI [0.030, 0.064]). Therefore, anxiety is also significantly 
differently expressed between victim and preventable crisis (95% CI [0.152. 0.228], p < .001) 
and between accidental and preventable crisis (95% CI [0.133, 0.207], p < .001); however, there 
was no significant difference of expressing anxiety between victim and accidental crisis (95% CI 
[-0.027, 0.067], p = 0.41). 
Sympathy also was expressed more in victim crisis than in other types of crisis: 69 
(11.5%) in victim crisis cases, 34 (5.7%) in accidental crisis cases and 11 (1.8%) in preventable 




than accidental crisis or preventable crisis. There are 34 fright responses in victim crisis, 16 and 
6 fright responses respectively in accidental and preventable crisis. For gratefulness, this study 
found 49 (8.2%) in victim crisis, 22 (3.7%) in accidental crisis, and six (1%) in preventable crisis. 
According to these results, sadness, anxiety, alertness, sympathy, fright and gratefulness were 
emotions that are expressed at a greater extent in victim crisis cases than other crisis clusters. 
However, only sadness, anxiety and alertness were the top three frequently expressed emotions 
that occupy most proportions of all emotional responses. That is, although fright, sympathy and 
gratefulness also expressed more in victim crisis, they have much fewer frequencies than other 
top three emotions.  
Overall, in victim crisis, sadness was most frequently expressed emotion. Anxiety and 
alertness were also two important and frequently expressed emotions among other emotions.  
RQ2-2: Other types of emotions expressed by publics in accidental crisis cluster 
As for accidental crisis cases, anger was the most frequently expressed emotion (n = 292, 
48.7%, 95% CI [0.447, 0.527]), followed by anxiety (n = 130, 21.7%, 95% CI [0.184, 0.250]) 
and alertness (n = 111, 18.5%, 95% CI [0.155, 0.216]). Within types, anxiety and alertness were 
expressed more in accidental crisis than preventable crisis, but less expressed than victim crisis. 
In addition, disappointment was much more expressed in accidental crisis than in 
preventable crisis or victim crisis. There were 76 disappointment emotional responses in 
accidental crisis (12.7%, 95% CI [0.1, 0.153]), 29 in preventable crisis cases (4.8%, 95% CI 
[0.031, 0.065]) and only two in victim crisis (0.3%, 95% CI [0.0004, 0.0119]). However, 
comparing with anger, anxiety and alertness, disappointment was not the major emotion in 




much fewer expressed in accidental crisis cases, which had 34 (5.7%), 22 (3.7%), 16 (2.7%) and 
11(1.8%) emotional responses respectively. 
Therefore, the findings demonstrated that in accidental crisis cluster, anger was the most 
frequently expressed emotion; also anxiety and alertness were two major, frequently expressed 
emotions, which should not be neglected. Other emotions could be viewed as non-major 
emotions. 
RQ2-3: other types of emotions expressed by publics in preventable crisis cluster 
Regarding the preventable crisis cases, anger was most frequently expressed emotion by 
publics and occupied a great proportion of all emotions (n = 493, 82.2%, 95% CI [0.791, 0.852]). 
Specifically, there were 168 (84%) anger responses for the Barilla case, 166 (83%) anger 
responses for the Starbuck crisis case and 159 (79.5%) anger responses for the GM recall crisis 
case. However, although publics also felt other types of emotions in preventable crisis, their 
proportions were small or minimal compared to anger. For example, there are 29 (4.8%) 
disappointment responses, 28 (4.7%) anxiety responses, 27 (4.5%) alertness responses, 11 (1.8%) 
sympathy responses, 10 (1.7%) sadness responses, six (1%) fright responses and six (1%) 
gratefulness responses. Thus, all other seven emotions could be viewed as non-major emotion in 






This study attempted to understand crisis from the perspectives of the publics and aimed 
to identify publics’ different emotional responses by three clusters of crises by empirically 
analyzing publics’ postings online. The current investigation revealed that publics indeed felt 
different emotions in different crisis clusters, and experienced different dominant emotions. In 
this study, in all three preventable crisis cases, anger was the dominant emotion that publics 
expressed. One of the reasons is the level of attribution of crisis responsibility. When making 
attributions, publics will feel diverse emotional reaction to the crisis including anger, fear, 
sadness, contempt, sympathy and relief (Choi & Lin, 2009). In preventable crisis cases, publics 
usually attribute a higher level of responsibility to the organization associated with the crisis, 
which could elicit more anger responses. In all three preventable crises cases used in this study, it 
is evident that the causes of the crises are internal, and organization knowingly took 
inappropriate actions, thus creating an intense negative emotion as anger among the publics. In 
addition, the results showed that negative emotions, such as disappointment and anxiety, were 
also expressed by publics in the preventable crisis cases.  
The findings showed that although anger was the most frequently expressed emotion in 
accidental crisis, publics expressed less anger in accidental crisis than in the preventable crisis. It 
is possible that in the case of accidental crisis, people placed less responsibility to the 
organization and elicited other major emotions, such as anxiety and alertness. Specifically, 
publics experience more anxiety in victim crisis and accidental crisis than in preventable crisis. It 
may be caused by publics’ uncertainty of the crisis situation. If publics know that the 




factors that publics and even the organization are not aware of or are not able to control. As a 
result, publics may feel more anxiety in the accidental crisis cases. Similarly, the current study 
revealed that publics also felt more anxiety in victim crisis cases than the preventable crisis cases, 
because in victim crisis, it is the external factor that causes the crisis, not the internal, 
controllable factor. Thus, more anxiety responses were elicited because of publics’ uncertainty, 
confusion and concern of the crisis situation. 
Furthermore, different from the preventable crises and accidental crises, publics felt 
much more sadness and expressed more alertness than anger in victim crisis. One of the possible 
explanations for this finding is that the victim crisis has very weak attributions of crisis 
responsibility to the given organization. The organization is also viewed as “victims of the crisis”, 
and the crisis is deemed caused by external forces that were beyond management’s control 
(Coomb, Hazleton, Holladay & Chandler, 1995). Therefore, anger was much less expressed, but 
emotional responses related to sadness were highly elicited for the victims of the crisis, and even 
for the organization that also suffered from the crisis. In addition, when publics felt uncertain and 
uncontrolled about a crisis, they may be more likely to express alertness rather than anger to help 
others better understand and prepare for the current crisis. Thus, alertness was also frequently 
expressed emotion in victim crisis than other crisis clusters.  
In sum, the findings of this study are consistent with the predictions based on the 
Integrated Crisis Mapping (ICM) model. ICM model found that anger was the dominant emotion 
in reputation, technology breakdown, industrial matters, regulation/legislation, security issue, 
and human resource. Similarly, in the current study, anger was the most frequently expressed 




crisis (regulation/legislation), GM recall crisis (industrial matters), Obama Healthcare crisis 
(technology breakdown), Susan G. Komen crisis (reputation) and Target crisis (security issue).  
However, there exist different findings compared with the ICM model. For the ICM 
model, Jin, Pang and Cameron (2012) found that sadness and fight were the dominant emotions 
in natural disasters. This study also found that sadness was the most frequently expressed 
emotion in victim crises. However, it did not find fright as one of the dominant emotions in 
victim crisis cases. Although fright was expressed more by publics in victim crisis than in 
preventable or accidental crisis, fright was not the dominant emotion in victim crisis cases. There 
were only 2.5% (n = 5), 7.5% (n = 15) and 7% (n = 14) of messages expressed in hurricane 
sandy, Navy shooting and EPA rumor cases, respectively. On the contrary, alertness (n = 154, 
25.2%, 95% CI [0.222, 0.292]) was found as a major emotion that publics expressed in victim 
crisis case: 22.5% in hurricane crisis and 52.5% in EPA rumor crisis.  
One of the possible reasons why this study did not find fright as the dominant emotion in 
victim crisis is the characteristic of the crisis cases used in this study. This study used hurricane 
sandy as an example of natural disaster, the EPA spy rumor as an example of crisis generated by 
rumor, and shooting at D.C Navy Yard as an example of workplace violence. These three crisis 
cases are different from the crisis cases that Jin, Pang and Cameron (2012) used (US Airways’ 
takeover bid of Delta Air Lines, American deals with power outrages, BP refinery blast). 
Although these cases all belong to the same victim crisis cluster, but due to the differences in 
crisis situations, organization’s different levels of control and management, publics’ awareness 
of the crisis, and threats associated with physical and financial assets, publics would have 
different risk perceptions. Therefore, different crisis cases may result in different results, and 




In addition, this study collected the data from publics’ postings on Facebook and websites, 
while Jin, Pang and Cameron (2012) collected the data from articles about the chosen crises 
published in national newspapers. It is possible that publics do not like to express their fright 
through online postings, but likely to express their fright when they were depth interviewed. 
Thus, more frights found in Jin’s finding.  Different data sources would generate different results, 
which may be another reason that fright did not found as a dominant emotion in this study.  
Lastly, there are also some differences in different cases that belong to the victim and 
accidental crisis cluster. In victim crisis, sadness is the most frequently expressed emotion in 
both Hurricane Sandy and Navy shooting cases, while alertness is the most frequently expressed 
emotion in the EPA rumor case. It is possible that both Hurricane Sandy and Navy shooting are 
crisis cases involved more victims, death, people who are injured or going through a miserable 
pain. Publics indeed have financial or emotional loss during the crisis. However, the EPA rumor 
does not cause publics’ actual harm or threat publics’ physical or financial assets. It is just a 
rumor that destroys government’s reputation. Thus, publics may express more alertness rather 
than sadness in the EPA rumor. In accidental crisis, there is no difference in its most frequently 
expressed emotion — anger, but disappointment is much more expressed to the Susan G. 
Komen’s financial plan crisis. This may be caused by publics’ high expectations to Susan G. 
Komen. As a non-profit organization, Susan G. Komen is the most widely known, largest-funded 
breast cancer organization in the United States. According to the Harris Interactive 2010 annual 
brand equity poll, Komen was one of the most trusted non-profit organizations in America. 
However, its plan to cut off the financial support to Planned Parenthood and other improper use 
of donor funds led to a dramatic decline in donations and publics’ support, which greatly 




disappointment was expressed more in the Komen’s case than other cases in accidental crisis 
cluster. In preventable crisis, since anger is the dominant emotion in each three crisis cases, there 

























IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
This study proposes a theoretical framework of publics’ emotional responses in different 
crisis clusters, and the findings are aligned with the proposed framework. First, the results are in 
line with Jin’s (2009) finding that discrete emotions are indictable and distinguishable in crises, 
and “strategic publics can be segmented and identified not only by issues but also by their 
emotional responses” (p. 132). This study’s results are also consistent with Jin, Pang and 
Cameron’s revised ICM model (2012) in that anger is the dominant emotion in the preventable 
crises, while sadness is the most frequently emotion in the victim crises. This study advances the 
ICM model by taking a more systematic approach to crisis situations and the emotional 
responses each crisis cluster elicits from the publics. This study’s findings confirmed that 
different emotions are expressed depending on different crisis clusters, thus providing a more 
effective approach to develop the responses strategies based on an emotional perspective, 
considering both crisis cluster and public’s emotional response.  Therefore, this study provides 
both researchers and PR practitioners with clearer directions and insights for practice.  
Secondly, this study validates and advances the SCCT by demonstrating the different 
levels of responsibility in inducing publics’ different emotions in crises. Based on the situational 
perspective that offered by SCCT, this study also incorporates emotional perspective into SCCT 
to investigate how different emotions elicited by different crisis situations. The findings show 
under which crisis situations, what levels of responsibility, what emotions that public may feel 
and express. Also, this study proves that the guidelines of the SCCT are crucial in crisis 
communication. Relatedly, the findings emphasize the importance of emotions in the SCCT and 




protect their organizations’ reputation. Therefore, organizations should pay attention to 
differentiating between stakeholder groups based on their crisis involvement, as well as 
emotional responses to crisis.  
Thirdly, the current study employs three crises cases in all three crisis clusters, which had 
more diverse crisis contexts. Therefore, the findings provide practical implications for 
practitioners to better deal with different crisis situations by selecting more appropriate crisis 
response strategies. For example, in a preventable crisis where publics may attribute a higher 
level of attribution to organization, the organization should know that anger would be the 
dominant emotion that publics feel. Thus, practitioners need to design a response strategy that 
focuses on pacifying publics’ anger at the beginning of a crisis, rather than just offering 
information or compensation. On the other hand, in a victim crisis where the organization is 
deemed to take very weak attributions of crisis responsibility, sadness is likely to be the 
dominant emotion that publics feel. Thus, practitioners need to design a response strategy that 
focuses on the relief and well-being of victims. For accidental crisis, although anger is still the 
most frequently expressed emotion, there still exist other major emotional responses. Thus, 
public’s emotional responses may be complex and could vary case by case in accidental crisis. 
Therefore, in accidental crisis situation, crisis communication may require practitioners’ 
professional expertise and experience to predict publics’ reaction and develop an effective plan 
to repair company’s reputation. The most appropriate response strategy in accidental crisis needs 
to combine both the strategy used in preventable crisis and victim crisis.  
 For instance, JetBlue's operations collapsed after an ice storm in 2007, which led to 
1,000 canceled flights in five days, stranding passengers on planes and in airports. JetBlue’s 




apology to JetBlue customers, introduced a customer's bill of rights, and presented a detailed list, 
which included a monetary compensation of what the company would do to help all the affected 
passengers. When the backlash persisted, he took the company’s message to YouTube, the 
Today Show, Late Show with David Letterman, and Anderson Cooper 360°, in order to 
apologize for his company's faults, not plead his case. All these public relations efforts led 
JetBlue to regain much of its reputation.   
This crisis could be classified as a victim crisis, because the canceled flights were not due 
to JetBlue’s fault, but caused by the weather, so JetBlue can also be considered as a victim of the 
weather. Therefore, in order to deal with this situation, JetBlue’s CEO offered information to 
relief affected customers, and also provided compensation to concern public’s well-being. On the 
other hand, this crisis can actually also be viewed as a preventable crisis. Due to JetBlue’ 
operation collapse, many affected customers had to toil in airports for nearly a week, which 
suggests that JetBlue still had a high responsibility of this crisis. Thus, by predicting that public 
will express anger toward the firm, JetBlue’s CEO took a series of steps to provide sincere 
apologies to that can pacify publics’ anger at the beginning of the crisis and prevent further 
backfire from the publics. Overall, JetBlue not only wrote a public letter of apology to take 
publics’ anger emotional responses into consideration, but also kept posting the information and 
offered a compensation plan to the affected customers that focus on relief and the well-being of 
victims. JetBlue’s a series of crisis communication showed that in some complex situations, it is 
necessary to combine both victim crisis response strategy and preventable crisis response 
strategy to efficiently reduce the level of the reputational threat in a crisis. 
Furthermore, researchers in crisis communication have called for more empirical research 




Fediuk et al., 2010, Jin, 2013). This study’s findings provide practitioners guidance about how to 
employ emotional appeals in crisis response strategies in crisis communication. For instance, if 
publics’ dominant emotion is anger, practitioners should not focus on incorporating intensive 
emotional appeals, which could backfire on organization and exacerbate publics’ negative 
reactions. Providing compensation and sparingly emotional appeals are more effective. However, 
if sadness and sympathy are the major emotions that publics feel, practitioners need to 
incorporate intensive emotional appeals into organization’s response strategies to better provide 
relief and comfort publics before providing compensation plan. 
Finally, this study found that there exist more major emotions in accidental crisis than in 
preventable crisis. Anxiety and alertness were found as the frequently expressed emotions in 
accidental crisis, whereas anger is the only dominant emotion in preventable crisis. 
Disappointment is also found to be expressed more in accidental crisis than other crisis clusters. 
These findings suggest that people actually feel more complex emotions in accidental crisis, 
which poses challenges to an organization. Thus, in accidental crisis, although anger is the most 
frequently expressed emotion, other existing emotions may also highly influence publics’ 
interpretation of a crisis. In other words, other major emotions expressed in accidental crisis 
could not be neglected by an organization, because this kind of emotions is difficult to be 
predicted and managed. Also, it is difficult for an organization to predict what results would be 
caused by these erratic emotions. Therefore, these findings encourage PR practitioners to 
develop organization’s responses strategy by not only focusing on pacifying publics’ anger in an 
accidental crisis, but also taking other emotions into account. 
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 




different emotional responses, there are limitations that need to be addressed. Firstly, this study 
employed only three crisis cases in each crisis cluster, which limits the generalizability of the 
findings. Also, the crisis cases that were selected by the author do not represent the various types 
of crisis in three crisis clusters, which also may influence the results. Future research could 
employ more classical cases in each crisis cluster to better validate the findings of this study. 
Secondly, the sample of this study is 1,800 postings that were mainly collected from 
organizations’ official Facebook page and their official websites. The choice of two major 
platforms excluded other media platforms that also provide publics’ emotional responses. Thus, 
including a more diverse media outlets may produce different results. Future research may 
incorporate both mainstream media and social media platforms to further investigate publics’ 
emotions. Also, interviews or focus groups with publics may help to provide an in-depth 
understanding of publics’ emotional responses. 
Thirdly, publics’ different emotional responses may not only be determined by different 
crisis clusters and initial crisis responsibility. Other factors may also influence publics’ 
emotional responses, such as organization response strategy, organization crisis history and prior 
relational reputation. Thus, future research should also take these factors into consideration to 
find out whether publics emotional responses to certain crisis cluster may vary in different  
response strategies, crisis history, and prior relational reputation of an organization.  
Moreover, this study examined eight emotions that have been viewed as frequently 
experienced emotions in different crisis situations. How these eight emotions differently 
influence publics’ perceptions of organization and publics’ behavior intention is out of the scope 
of this study and thus is not explored. Future studies need to examine what and how different 




will help organizations and PR practitioners better develop corporate responses and use emotion 
appeals to protect organizations’ reputation. 
Last but not least, publics’ emotional responses are not constant during a crisis, but 
dynamic, which may be influenced and changed by many other factors. Different emotions 
would be experienced by publics at different crisis stages. From the first stage when a crisis 
happens and publics become aware of the crisis situation, to the second stage that publics start to 
respond and take actions for a crisis, to the third stage that an organization engages in handling, 
addressing and managing a crisis, and finally to the stage that a crisis dies out, publics would not 
express only one type of emotion. Also, during this period of crisis being unfolded, publics’ 
emotional responses would be greatly affected by many other influential factors, such as 
organization’s responses, word of mouth communications and reports from other mainstream 
media. For instance, when a crisis occurs, publics’ firstly emotional reaction to a crisis is fright 
and anger. However, after media’s positive reporting of the crisis, and the dissemination of 
information and knowledge of the crisis, publics’ negative emotional responses may be reduced. 
In addition, more favorable emotions could be expressed if an organization properly addresses 
and handles the crisis situation at the same time. Nonetheless, due to the scope of this research, 
the dynamic process of changes in publics’ emotional responses is not investigated. Future 
research needs to conduct a longitudinal study to further examine how publics’ emotional 
responses vary and are affected by corporate responses, use of emotional appeals, media framing 
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      Publics’ Response 
 
     Time 
 
 1. Hurricane Sandy (also unofficially known 
as "Superstorm Sandy") was the deadliest and 
most destructive hurricane of the 2012 Atlantic 
hurricane season, as well as the second-
costliest hurricane in United States history. 
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     (natural disaster) 
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400 comments on Federal 
Emergency Management 





2. Gunman and 12 Victims Killed in 
Shooting at D.C. Navy Yard  (Naval Sea 
Systems Command) 
A gunman who had been discharged by the 
Navy in 2011 after what an official described 
as a "pattern of misconduct" staged a two-hour 
rampage Monday at the Washington Navy 
Yard, killing 12 people before being shot to 
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4. The Obamacare website 
The healthcare exchange website that would 
allow users to shop for different health 
insurance options. Unfortunately, the site was 
plagued by serious technology problems from 
its inception on 1 October 2013, resulting in 
just 700,000 people making applications in the 
first month. The technological problems were 
compounded by communications issues.  
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(Technical-error 
accident & challenge) 
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5. Susan G. Komen for the cure  
In January of 2012, the largest breast cancer 
advocacy organization in the US, announced 
plans to cut off its financial support to Planned 
Parenthood’s women’s health initiatives. That 
decision triggered a firestorm of criticism, first 
in social media and then in the mainstream 
press as the group found itself caught between 
pro-choice and anti-abortion groups 
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 (Challenge: 
Stakeholders claim an 
organization is 
operating in an 
inappropriate 
manner) 
        
        
          Rebuild 
 
 
13, 000 comments on 






6. Target credit card hacker  
At least 70 million people had their financial 
information, credit card information, and 
personal data stolen due to a security breach at 









         Rebuild 
 
 
3000 comments on Target 













7. GM Recall 
General Motors waited until 2014 (3.17) to 
deal with a faulty switch problem that the 
automaker knew about since 2001. The delay 




           





           




400 comments on GM 




 March 2014 
 
8. Starbucks dodge UK taxes Starbucks had 
sales of £400m in the UK last year, but paid no 
corporation tax. It transferred some money to a 
Dutch sister company in royalty payments, 
bought coffee beans from Switzerland and paid 
high interest rates to borrow from other parts 
of the business.  
 






         Rebuild 
 
 








9. Barilla chief executive Guido’s remarks 
about gay marriage 
Barilla made his belief in traditional family 
remarks—"I would never make a spot with a 
homosexual family… [My idea of] family is a 
classic family where the woman has a 
fundamental role…. If they like our pasta and 
our communication, they can eat them. 
Otherwise, they can eat another pasta."—in 
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Publics’ postings display their 
unpleasant feelings of dread over 
anticipated events, including 
worry, apprehension and 
uneasiness about future 
uncertainties. Publics express their 
intense desire and eagerness, such 
as their demands of help, needs of 
more information and answers. 
Also, publics may show they have 
insufficient coping skills with the 
crisis.  
 
Eg., trouble, worry, concern, 





1. In the Obamacare website case: “I live in Florida have tried to fill 
my request to comply with the law and the system does not work. 
I want to have the opportunity to have the health plan but the 
system will not allow it. What can I do?” 
 
2. In the Target credit card case: “I still can't get through to the 
hotline and my email, which promised a response within 24 
hours, has gone UNANSWERED! Any tips for me?!!” 
 
 
3. Target credit card case: “Where am I missing this? Where was it 

























      
Anger 
 
Publics’ postings display a strong 
feeling of displeasure, belligerence 
and hostility aroused by a wrong; 
wrath; ire. Express their boycott 
intention, strongly disagreement of 
what organization has contend, or 
what organization has done. 
Also, some rhetorical questions 
show publics’ anger. 
Anger usually related to an issue of 
blaming an organization’s harmful 
actions. 
 
 Eg., mad, rage, fault, ridiculous, 




1. In the obamacare website case: “What is going on????? Are you 
seriously going to take people's drivers licenses away, levy their 
accounts and put a lien on their homes if we can't afford 
Obamacare? I work a minimum wage job... I am so angry right 
now....” 
 
2. In the Target credit card case: “Dear target. I just shared the post 
that you had saying if I shared it I would be prompted to receive a 
250$ gift card. Well, wasn't prompted to anything. Needless to 
say didn't receive any gift card. You would think that with all 
your recent bad publicity that you wouldn't want anymore bad pr. 
Unfortunately you just have another angry customer now instead 
of a gratefulness customer.” 
 





























Publics’ postings display their fear 
of something or fear of doing 
something. It shows people’s 
perception of risk, danger to health 
or life, status, power, security, or in 
the case of humans wealth or 
anything held valuable. Publics’ 
postings show uncertainty about 
how to cope with the loss as well 
as how the involved organization 
may handle this situation. Also, 
their postings may express their  
 
willing to escape from/avoiding the 
crisis (action tendency). 
 




1. In the obamacare website case: “I am a single mother of two, in 
school and working full time, living 75% below the poverty level, 
and I DO NOT qualify for a healthcare subsidy… And I DO NOT 
EVEN WANT INSURANCE to begin with!! This is frightening.” 
 
2. In the Target credit card case: “ I am trying to purchase an item 
from Target, keep getting thrown off line. Don't know how to 
move forward...” 
 
3. In the Target credit card case: “I was just affected by this on Tues 
of this week. I NEVER shop at Target & now I know why! I 
shopped once at Target all year & of course during this time  
 
frame for a Christmas present. I've had horrible customer service 
w/ this incident. I've spend over 3 hours on the phone & on hold 
w/ FTC, my bank, police, & the credit bureaus. Target says 
personal info & PIN was not disclosed. But somehow the 
person/people were able to withdraw cash from my account, 
when the card was in my possession, & change my PIN. They 


































Publics’ postings express their 
feelings of disadvantage, loss, 
despair, unhappiness, helplessness 
and sorrow. Also, they express 
their desperate need for relief and 
comfort. 
 
Eg., sorrow, grief, tragedy, misery, 




1. In the target credit card case: “Sadly every retail operation has to 
fear data hacking. As long as there are people willing to steal, 
there will be times when they succeed. There is no way to keep 
data 100% secure.” 
 
2. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster:  “Praying for the homeless. 
Praying for everyone's safety, shelter and compassion for and I 
will tell you HE NEVER SLEEPS AND YOU WILL ANSWER 
FOR YOUR DEEDS.” 
 
3. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “People in Massapequa have 
seen the FEMA people driving around in vehicles and taking 























       








Publics’ postings express the 
feeling that they care about and are 
sorry about someone else's trouble, 
grief, misfortune, etc; show their  
 
awareness of others’ suffering. It is 
also a feeling of support and 
agreement with an opinion or 
position; share the same interests, 
opinions, goals, etc. Sympathy also 
shows people’s understanding and 
sharing of a specific emotional 
state with organization’s 
experiences and even emotions. 
 
Eg., understanding, support, 
encourage, compassion, pity, 
empathy, “Stop blaming”  
 
 
1. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “I just hope people safe and 
don’t go in harms way.” 
 
2. In the Target credit card case: “It is incredibly unfortunate that  
 
this happened to Target during the holiday season. I appreciate 
Target's openness to this situation. I will always support Target, 
and believe they are in a class of there own.” 
 
3. In the Target credit card case: “Target has invested hundreds of 
thousands of dollars more than the actual fraud amount to resolve 
these issues. They are being open and honest and working at 
maximum capacity to take care of this. Remember that they were 
hacked in a way that has never been done before...it's not like 



















Publics’ postings tell people there 
is some danger or problem: an 
alarm or signal of danger. To 
advise and warn people to prepare 
for action, ready for something that 
people may be attacked. 
 
Eg., prepare, “watch out”, 
“watchful”, “get protection”, “stay 
safe” “stay indoor” 
 
1. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “like I have said... Be 
Prepared!!!!!” 
 
2. In the Target credit card case: “ I also know my bank has my 
back if anything does pop up. It's a new day we live in- you're 
bound to be hacked sooner or later. Get some protection.” 
 
3. In the Obamacare website case: “For your own security , I would 








Publics’ postings express warmly 
or deeply appreciative of kindness 
or benefits received; expressing 
gratitude; show publics’ agreeable, 
welcome and thankful. 
 
Eg., thanks, love, great, agree, 
“good job”, “right thing”, “keep 
doing”, favorable, satisfied 
 
 
1. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “God bless everyone of you for 
all your help with the victims! You are the best!” 
 
2. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “Thank you FEMA!! Great 
Job!!” 
 
3. In the Hurricane Sandy disaster: “Thanks for the photos, FEMA. 
We appreciate everything done in disaster recovery - both you 

























Publics’postings express their 
disappointment that result from the 
failure of expectations or hopes.  
 
Eg.,  let down, dissatisfaction, 




1. In the Target credit card case: “I have not gotten good guest 
service via phone or in person and am so disappointed in Target.” 
 
2. In the Obamacare website case: “I am so disappointed. These 
prices are outrageous and there are huge deductibles. No one can 
afford this!” 
 
3. In the Susan G. Komen case: “The next time some one asks me to 
support them in the Race for the Cure, I will reply that I will 
support them by sending a check directly to Planned Parenthood 
instead of to Komen. Komen has lost all of my support.” 
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